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misery was not economic at all. It was not starvation that the
middle class feared so much as declassment. That declassment
no chancellor could avert; its progress in Germany was merely
the exaggeration of a general phenomenon. But economic misery
could be and was dealt with. During Bruening's chancellorship
the nation ceased to be a factor in the struggle; it had simply
ceased to fight as a nation. And yet at the end of that chancellor-
ship it was still a nation. That surely, if a negative, was none the
less a great achievement.
Where Bruening may be criticized is in his conception of his
mission, in his curious military attitude towards his chief, in his
aloofness from the nation. It was perfectly impossible for him
to do what Stresemann had thought to do, identify himself with
the nation and use the nation to impose his will on the politicians.
He had none of Stresemann's intense humanity. He was not the
leader; he was the doctor working coldly to save the patient's
life, always apart from it, forcing it to take remedies of extreme
nauseatingness, never bringing it into active co-operation with
him. There again it was the fault of the system, the fault that
Hitler did not commit. There was no gulf between Hitler and
his followers save the gulf of discipline and hierarchic distinction;
they were a unity. Between the government and the nation there
was still the impassable gulf. Government and nation were not
a unity even in so dire an emergency and Bruening was the last
man to create that unity. He was not a great man nor even a
great statesman, but he was an honest man and a patriotic man
whose defects were too big for him. And above all he was a man
of courage. He brought to the task of saving Germany that same
cold determination that he had brought to the task of holding
the line on that "black eighth of August 1918," and this time
the line held. For that achievement, that courage., not for the
economic decrees that he took over from his experts^ which other
experts have rent in pieces and which later experts will probably
piece together again, he deserved well of his country. He made
many mistakes, but he made only one fatal one and that was to
believe, poor unprofessional hero that he was, that a uniform is
a guarantee of loyalty.

